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JAN 6TH, 11:51PM
jim leftwich: some of the 10 thousand 4 hundred + members of the
facebook asemic club don't know this, but i think you know that from
my perspective you and i are on the same side of the asemic writing
debate. we both take the subject seriously (seriously enough). and
both of us have invested a good bit of time and energy in it.
thanks for putting up with me.
JAN 7TH, 2:52AM
De Villo Sloan: I understand. And you're a great visual poet, Jim. I
am passionate about it, but I have to see the FB stuff as
performance. You have a serious discussion and all of a sudden the
careerists are there making sure their names are seen. I guess I'm
cynical. But you gotta know I'm with you on all the big stuff
jim leftwich: in the facebook performance i'm standing on a rock with
the wind blowing in my face shaking my fist at history. it's fun
every now and then. (i would insert a smiley face here if i knew
how...).
JAN 10TH, 2:22PM
jim leftwich:  where is the discussion between you and pete spence
about asemic writing? is it in the asemic writing for mail artist
group at IUOMA? if so, what are the dates, roughly?
De Villo Sloan: Pete was never involved in IUOMA discussions himself.
Kerri Pullo was whining about him at Iuoma when he was attacking her
a few years. I think my exchanges with Pete have all been on my FB
page. I try not to engage w/ him on that subject.
jim leftwich: ok, thanks. i actually appreciate pete's position on
things asemic, but i don't like the name-calling. he can definitely
be difficult to deal with.



De Villo Sloan: There ought to be some huge roundtable discussion
where all these issues can be discussed. Pete has been a huge
influence. I admire him a lot. The guerilla attacks are somewhat
pointless. He really upset Kerri Pullo when he was on her case. Yeah,
I think there was a big discussion w/Pete on my FB page. You were
involved. That was the biggest one that I can remember.
jim leftwich: when was that discussion on your page?
De Villo Sloan: Some time in 2015? I was trying to figure that out.
Don't know how to find it except to scroll endlessly. Maybe later if
I have some time.
jim leftwich: oh, ok. no need to find that for me. i thought you and
pete got into it when you were doing the asemic books at IUOMA. i
probably just misread something somewhere.
De Villo Sloan: Definitely not. He is not at IUOMA. But he was
attacking Kerri around that time. So I invited him to come to IUOMA
and talk about it, but he never did. Kerri was the connection. I had
not joined FB and she was reporting this madman was going off on her.
Whe she sd. Pete Spence, I was: "I know that guy." SO no, he was not
in the IUOMA discussions.
jim leftwich: ok, i'm actually glad to hear that. sorry to hear he
was harassing Keri, but happy to know i won't have to read long
comment threads of rants and accusations. i would feel obligated to
read it if it existed.
JAN 10TH, 6:53PM
De Villo Sloan: I'll share anything I find. I haven't wanted to get
into w/Pete on that subject. He needs to issue his position somewhere
and be done with it, IMHO. I am not going to stop using the term
asemic, even though recent events have cause me to do a lot of
thinking as well.
jim leftwich: the word is not going away, whether you and i use it or
not. i think what i am doing these days, this past year or so, is
establishing a context in which i can continue using the word. my
thinking about it has changed a lot over the years. if i hadn't
written anything about it in the late-90s - early-00s, then i
wouldn't feel the need to write about it now. but i wrote about it a
lot back then, and published and/or archived everything i wrote. so
now i feel like i have to write about it some more -- because there's
more to it now than there was 15-20 years ago. now there is the
asemic movement, and at least two academics are working on books, and
the facebook group has over 10 thousand members, and there is all of
the work you have done, and all the work Marco has done. it's vast
now, but i remember when it wasn't vast. i remember some of how it
got from what it was in 1998, when Tim published the first Asemic



magazine and there were only three contributors, to what it is now.
it's important to me to write about some of that -- if for no other
reason that to set these new writings next to my older writings, so i
can feel like i have made an honest attempt at dealing with this
subject.
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gosh

Marco Giovenale

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to me
i'm so sorry seeing De Villo Sloan and Pete Spence post such hasty/angered notes in facebook.
does "asemic" mean war?
it's crazy!
war is madness, and artists (or whatever) making war means... two times madness!!

I mostly disagree with tons of stuff posted in the asemic writing facebook group, but I never ever
post aggressive comments.

so sorry.

I just wanted to share my astonishment with you.
I'm stunned...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to Marco
i am just now reading pete's comments.
they come as no surprise. this is pete's well-known opinion, and this is also his equally
well-known manner of expressing it.
pete is one of the best visual poets ever, in my opinion.



he can also be unbearably abrasive.
i'm glad his point of view is included in the larger mix, but like you i do wish he could present it in
a less offensive style.
he has called many of us many names, mostly one kind of idiot or another.
he may have a good point about asemic writing, particularly its non-existence, a position which i
am on record as sharing.
but he is very seriously mistaken about the intelligence of the people who are interested in the
subject.
so it goes. that's pete.

now, let me go find De Villos contribution.

i am not finding the comment by De Villo. can you point me to it?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
i like this, by you, from 2011

differx
6/11/11
i really like rappel's idea of a "transition strategy"...

often the signs of an ongoing research are not covered nor coded (nor
represented by) any known "language".
they actually build-and-deconstruct some kind of new (non)language.

and it seems to me that our definitions often fail to grasp the
flickering borders of the asemic land.

it seems like we are (happily) dealing with aesthetics, rather than
linguistics.

more. (and incidentally:) i ask myself: do we *absolutely* need
definitions? or do definitions & theory belong exactly to the
territory we are just flying away from?

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



some asemic statements

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 9 (10 days ago)
to marco
i am sending you a bunch of stuff in the other email, re wikipedia, so you will have all of it in one
place.
copy it, repost it, print it, etc.
the history will be lost or rewritten unless the primary documents are preserved.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to me

i absolutely agree. i am also thinking about an asemic archive.
an online one. but i'm deeply depressed i don't have time to work on it.
it could be so useful...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
all of this frequently makes me very depressed too.
this past week alone i have seen 3 different people on facebook accuse groups of artists and
writers of being stupid.
and i know all of these people!
i'm definitely included in one of the groups of stupid people, and potentially in all 3 of them.
as far as i can tell no one involved is stupid. the name-calling is damaging in so many ways.
i really wish folks in the various art and writing communities wouldn't do it.
it is so unnecessary. so counter-productive.

and i still haven't seen whatever you were mentioning about De Villo yesterday.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 10 (9 days ago)



to me

You are right.
I meant the comments exchange between yoe and DVS in facebook about history of asemic
writing. As comments to a pic showing several superimposed alphabet letters

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
oh, that. that has become a kind of performance that De Villo and i do in quasi-public spaces
like facebook. he and i have discussed our exchanges in exactly those terms. we are in
agreement about the important stuff.
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And

Marco Giovenale

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to me

I also agree with you about groups, flaming, definitions and critical vocabularies. We dont need
that! .

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
we can have these discussions without name-calling and other obnoxious language.
as proof, i offer the contributions you and i make to these discussions.
if we can do it, others can do it too.
they are much more likely to get my serious attention that way.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
i am just now seeing the latest installments of the exchange between you and pete.
i don't understand why he is attacking you personally.
also, in case you didn't see it, the comment he refers to is this:

Jim Leftwich i don't think your anger does you or anyone else any good. for example, you don't
need to alienate Marco. he's as smart as you are. you two could have an important conversation
about all of this.
Like · Reply · 12 hrs

followed by this:

Pete Spence Jim Leftwich with Marco that is all i asked and he walked away...problem is
Aussies seem agressive in this media but thats their way of discarding the crap and getting to
the point
Like · Reply · 12 hrs · Edited
Jim Leftwich you can come off as "my way or the highway" that's for sure, and some folks just
take the highway, it's not an entirely unreasonable response.
Like · Reply · 12 hrs · Edited

the truth is, if he attacks me the way he has attacked you, i will walk away too -- and there will
be no one left who is willing to include his important position in the larger conversation. i really
hope that doesn't happen.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)
to Marco
something i want to mention to you, while i have it on my mind:

to my knowledge John Byrum was never particularly interested in asemic writing. i don't recall
him participating in the discussion very much, if at all. his note at the bottom of a postcard he
sent to me was cautionary in a kind of joking way. he certainly didn't intend for it to turn into
anything at all, much something like the asemic movement. we were publishing each other in
our small press magazines (Juxta for me, Generator for him) and we were corresponding a little,
and exchanging publications. his postcard was in response to a TLP that John Bennett made of
some of our collaborative textual poems. actually, they were closer to what Al Ackerman called
"hacks" than they were to collaborations. Bennett sent some poems and i created versions of
them as if following Jasper Johns' instructions for making art  (take an object, do something to it,
do something else to it). my versions were radically destabilized versions of Bennett's already
very open, polysemous "writerly" poems. so, Byrum's note at the bottom of his postcard was



only a way of saying "if you continue with this kind of process you will eventually produce utterly
unreadable poems, with the suggestion being that i was already close to doing that.
the timing of the postcard was such that the word "asemic" resonated for me. i had not
encountered the word before. i used it in the first chapter of Doubt, which was written in 1996:

from DOUBT
An Essay On Nothing (1996)

A ventriloquistic and narcissistic strangeness, inclusive of transcendent banality, considered as
covert form herself, tombs the said salvific then weather into a joke. The least trivial once boring
in legitimacy, an oral sway intends the daily book, luck before solvent content unfolds in
dampened skepsis. Not only the endless mulched in spent intentions, but the ear’s onus as well,
where the modern poet attacks poetry’s dual host. Eventually therein but never expansively
made. Cessation manufactured and despised from the asemic belief in hymns and the moist
crease of everyone once their lives return to the autistic drama of newness, since we are the
incense of a muscular wolf, mostly soft and carrying our dreams in closure. An errant and
random materiality humiliates the presence of banal salvations until we offer our judgements as
a boring immanence. If one admits the toes, one can seem certain of religious hymns, not
altogether in review and urge.

around the same time, Tim Gaze got in touch with me, and we started using the word to
describe some of what we were doing. i don't remember exactly when Tim got in touch with me,
but by the middle of 1997 i was publishing some of his work in Juxta/Electronic:
http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc/ezines/juxta/juxta22.html

that's enough of that for now.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

prerequisite decisions missions writing
"thrown" findings apophany think
Rotterdam critique one-dimensional
defined opened the April
Tablets better relational One
being random steak river
repetitively absurdist gathered arbitrary
in generative &
gestural contrast probability
yes breeds & no taxonomies



perceptions delusion prevalent
fragmentary fingers soliloquy
neologism mythological micro-experimental
large loops hyperactive literature
passage inscrutable facts internecine
nets characterize symbolic birds
semiotic conceptual dice scream
occur analysis spectatorship sacrificed
encircles assemblage participants
cohabit vibrant illuminations
doubt adopts catapult slippery abnormal
(lots boots-bending sorted
copious break palpable seagulls
numbers securitizing anachronistic
soup extreme meaningfulness combines)

prerequisite decisions missions writing
"thrown" findings apophany think
Rotterdam critique one-dimensional
defined opened the April Tablets better
relational One being random steak river
repetitively absurdist gathered arbitrary
in generative & gestural contrast probability
yes breeds & no taxonomies perceptions
delusion prevalent fragmentary fingers
soliloquy (lots boots-bending sorted
copious break palpable seagulls numbers
securitizing anachronistic soup extreme
meaningfulness combines) neologism
mythological micro-experimental barge
loots hyperactive literature passage
inscrutable facts internecine nets
characterize symbolic birds semiotic
doubt adopts catapult slippery abnormal
sacrificed conceptual spectatorship dice
scream starting too shapes folding least
occur analysis originally begun driven
encircles assemblage participants few
cohabit vibrant illuminations eat



practical horseshoe toast
stretch doubtful voice
significance rectangle routine
enduring portent Babel
recombination oracular patterns
around plural oscillator
complexity analogous medium
balloondissipationstransform
pagan is pointed geometrical
trajectory sequence pendulum
chalk ceremonial intuition
phase noise reminiscence
would position state conceived
presided coordinates frozen
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James Gleick, in Chaos: Making a New Science
To make a simple version of Smale’s horseshoe, you take a rectangle and squeeze it top and
bottom into a horizontal bar. Take one end of the bar and fold it and stretch it around the other,
making a C-shape, like a horseshoe. Then imagine the horseshoe embedded in a new
rectangle and repeat the same transformation, shrinking and folding and stretching.

The process mimics the work of a mechanical taffy-maker, with rotating arms that stretch the
taffy, double it up, stretch it again, and so on until the taffy’s surface has become very long, very
thin, and intricately self-embedded. Smale put his horseshoe through an assortment of
topological paces, and, the mathematics aside, the horseshoe provided a neat visual analogue
of the sensitive dependence on initial conditions that Lorenz would discover in the atmosphere a
few years later. Pick two nearby points in the original space, and you cannot guess where they
will end up. They will be driven arbitrarily far apart by all the folding and stretching. Afterward,
two points that happen to lie nearby will have begun arbitrarily far apart.



...
Originally, Smale had hoped to explain all dynamical systems in terms of stretching and
squeezing—with no folding, at least no folding that would drastically undermine a system’s
stability. But folding turned out to be necessary, and folding allowed sharp changes in dynamical
behavior. Smale’s horseshoe stood as the first of many new geometrical shapes that gave
mathematicians and physicists a new intuition about the possibilities of motion. In some ways it
was too artificial to be useful, still too much a creature of mathematical topology to appeal to
physicists. But it served as a starting point.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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asemic writing: recent history and ongoing research

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (2 days ago)
to JOHN
https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays

John Bennett

Jan 18 (1 day ago)
to me
excellent assemblage of documents/fragments/ideas!! a good way to deal with that topic

john



On Sun, Jan 17, 2016 at 10:45 PM, Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays

--
Dr. John M. Bennett
LUNA BISONTE PRODS
137 Leland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214 USA

Founding Curator, Avant Writing Collection
Rare Books & MSS Library
19 Thompson Library
1858 Neil Av Mall
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210 USA

www.johnmbennett.net
http://www.flickr.com/photos/beblank
http://library.osu.edu/find/collections/rarebooks/avant-writing/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/lunabisonteprods
http://www.flickr.com/photos/cmehrlbennett
http://johnmbennettpoetry.blogspot.com/
LOST & FOUND TIMES: https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/handle/1811/45310

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 18 (1 day ago)
to John
i've been telling people involved with the subject that they should do something similar to this.
marco giovenale is already researching the history. he's gathering materials.
at least two academics are currently writing books on asemic writing. they need to know about
the history of the usage of the term.
this information needs to be readily available.
i've been working on getting some of it into circulation. folks can ignore it if they want to.

John Bennett

Jan 18 (1 day ago)



to me
heh, yes, gotta keep them academics busy - but it's good there are some finally getting around
to this stuff

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 18 (1 day ago)
to John
my self-assigned, futilitarian goal is to get them to write about it as a kind of poetry.
i say, if you follow the poem around long enough you will eventually come upon the path that
leads to asemic writing. it's a dead-end road, but it's great while it lasts. every poet should spend
a little of their time exploring it.
evidently there are some other ways of stumbling upon this path too, maybe certain kind of
abstract painting lead there to.
i don't know for sure about that. i just know how i got there.

John Bennett

4:49 PM (22 hours ago)
to me
the basic concept and practice of it seems to have come out of writing poetry, or performing
poetry on paper and/or in voice - and it goes way back in history - i've seen asemic mayan
writing, perhaps done by people who were trying to imitate or illustrate mayan writing, or
perhaps by people who knew how to write, but were sketching writing, or "drawing" writing,
which is usually how i think of (or describe) what i do.  in that sense, it IS related to drawing or
painting...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:58 PM (22 hours ago)
to John
have you ever written on the subject? i know you have mentioned it here and there, and i've
seen  threads on the IUOMA site and at the google groups asemic site, but i don't recall
anything else.
this little note you just sent is really interesting.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

5:00 PM (22 hours ago)
to John
here's something i sent to bill beamer yesterday, in response to him sending me the link to the
asemic 15 exhibit in russia:



email to Bill Beamer
01.17.2016
this is an interesting new definition of asemic writing. i haven't seen it before.

"Asemic writing can be defined as a form of calligraphy that uses unreadable characters and
symbols that do not belong to any existing language."

here is one kind of response:
1. a form of calligraphy
--yes, it is indeed fully capable of exploring calligraphic forms
--of course, it cannot be limited to only that area of exploration

2. uses unreadable characters and symbols
--it can use familiar characters and symbols, recontextualized
--it can use marks and spaces
--it can use distressed/damaged/destabilized letters (characters)
--it can use fragments of words, overprintings, and erasures
--and, it can cover a wide spectrum of degrees of un/readability

3. do not belong to any existing language
--again, it can explore this set of possibilities, but it cannot be required to do so

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to be
defined very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we
must be able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually
asemic, but because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to
refer to a very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

these days i am leaning heavily towards the second kind of response.

John Bennett

8:00 PM (19 hours ago)
to me
i don't recall writing anything extensive about asemics, just comments here and there.  if i did, i
might lean toward saying something along the lines that all writing could be considered asemic
in that there is no precise "meaning" to anything written or to language in general - any atom of
writing has a constantly and ever-expanding swarm of meanings and resonances, so that you
could say it means everything and nothing.  but such metaphysics aren't very useful -



anyway, the definition from the russian show describes a specific kind of asemic writing, as you
suggest.  obviously, however, the term is used for just about anything these days; it's a result of
the enthusiasm for a new thing going on - people get carried away - not a bad thing.  defining
things, for an artist, is not as important as doing/making things, and the doing and making
always gets ahead of the defining

ah the doing and the making!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

8:07 PM (19 hours ago)
to John
this is the main thing for me to remember:
"defining things, for an artist, is not as important as doing/making things, and the doing and
making always gets ahead of the defining"

asemic writing is a rabbit-hole. i've gone down it twice.

John Bennett

10:38 PM (16 hours ago)
to me
hah, yes, down the hole, that's what happens.  same thing with Vispo, Fluxus, you name it!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:05 AM (14 hours ago)
to John
not a bad thing, not at all
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Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists Created by De Villo Sloan (read from bottom to top)

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 10 (9 days ago)



to marco

Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists

Created by De Villo Sloan

Comment by John M. Bennett on June 10, 2011 at 3:13pm

Bruno, re yr last question: some of my texts are completely asemic in the generally accepted
sense of the term, yes - most of that work I did back in the 1980's.  Some of my newer work has
asemic elements/lines/passages in that sense.

I also will "asemiquize" some passages in performance. by putting something in my mouth, for
example.

Blaster Al Ackerman has a great performance he used to do where he read some of his texts
with a bar of soap in his mouth.  wonderful.

john

Comment by John M. Bennett on June 10, 2011 at 2:13pm

I

It's a sort of expressionistic sprechgesang, almost "singing", all improvised, done as part of
performances, I don;t have any recordings handy (maybe someone recorded something out
there somewhere?)  You have to be there!

Sometimes I do a bit of that with parts of my poems that are less semic before I move into the
semic parts...



Comment by John M. Bennett on June 9, 2011 at 11:44pm

yes, but societies - which are organization - arose for many more reasons than early writing or
writing-like codes.  I think the tendencies for organizing came BEFORE the writing, in fact.  Well
- people have been debating this basic issues for centuries...

anyway, there is a long tradition of performing and/or vocalizing asemic texts; the futurists and
dadaists did it all the time.  i have done it myself. It's big fun!

Comment by De Villo Sloan on June 9, 2011 at 8:56pm
not to derail, BUT John also wrote earlier about visual and sonic aspects. I think that means the
sound aspect of poetry? The spoken word? Poetry comes out of an oral tradition that was
spoken and memorized? Then we've gone through the previous centuries where print
dominated and the way it looks on the page became more pronounced. Some poets believe the
way they set up the poem on the page and break the lines are a kind of performance score. If I
have any of this right, I ponder over what asemic writing would SOUND like? Did i misread?
Comment by John M. Bennett on June 9, 2011 at 8:48pm

The idea that language IS society is a provocative kind of statement designed to make people
think about it.  I think there are many many other things that form a society, or "society" as a
general concept.  Tho I suppose if ine defines "society" with a number of very specific and
limiting parameters, the statement could ne true. (Such mental gymnastics don;t interest me
very much, personally; but I know many folks enjoy them!)

The line between asemic writing and abstract art that Bruno describes is somewhat similar to
the line between visual poetry and "fine art"  that uses language and/or words

Comment by De Villo Sloan on June 9, 2011 at 8:38pm

visual poetry, concrete poetry, haptic poetry, object poetry....

I like what you are saying. The gap between bastract art and asemic writing, yes, that bears
considering



Comment by De Villo Sloan on June 9, 2011 at 7:01pm

John's poem has dislocations of syntax as well as indeterminate words and word references. I
also thought it was interesting to ask if that made it asemic. While I'd have to finally say no,
there seems to be a real borderland between asemic writing and conventional text.

Some here do use many terms. I'd like to think it's the price you pay for common ground. The
work posted seems to constantly defy and question those terms, though.

Comment by John M. Bennett on June 9, 2011 at 3:08pm

Agreed, nothing is random, and agreed, language is the social medium por excelencia par
excelence

seeing my text as asemic is an extremist way of seeing it, but it's interesting to think about it in
that way

categories like "asemic" or "textual" etc are ways to organize perceptions and thinking, but do
not necessarily reflect the reality of experience

It's often revealing to think about something as if it were something else.

Another thing to ponder is that the visual and/or sonic dimensions of a poem include aspects
that most people would consider asemic: these are only some of the dimensions of a poem - or
of any text, perhaps.  One may not be fully conscious of these elements, but they are there

Comment by cheryl penn on June 9, 2011 at 10:58am
I was talking about John's poem too.
Comment by Angie & Snooky on June 8, 2011 at 11:07pm

I like the original but flipping it ... is interesting too!



And one more flip ...

Pretty cool too.

Comment by De Villo Sloan on June 8, 2011 at 9:48pm
Are we talking about John's poem or the piece Skybridge posted? I don't think what John posted
is asemic. I'm not sure why I asked originally. I thinking I was wondering if it was about asemics
somehow. I think what Skybridge did suggests the concepts and there are some interesting
forms to work with.

Comment by Angie & Snooky on June 8, 2011 at 5:52pm
This?
Comment by cheryl penn on June 8, 2011 at 5:25pm
I'm with John - that means I'm nuts too - I dont think its asemics.
Comment by John M. Bennett on June 8, 2011 at 5:05pm
Some folks say it's meaningless, so I guess it's asemic to them.  So here ya go.  I don't think it's
asemic at all, but then I'm nuts, eh?  Actually, I kinda think there really ain't no such thing as
something truly asemic...  maybe "god" would be truly asemic?
Comment by De Villo Sloan on June 8, 2011 at 5:00pm
JMB - The Lost Ficus School of Poetics. But is it asemic? Or is it about asemics? Or neither?
Comment by cheryl penn on June 8, 2011 at 4:58pm
night lights?
Comment by John M. Bennett on June 8, 2011 at 4:56pm

lo ñoño el mitote la cumbre lo fúnebre el fin la camisona lo “nombrado” el brazo la escalera lo
tuerco el dineral la niebla lo sobado el peso la fin                         ada

forkface you was ak ak ak ka ka an spillage cluck a sp oon  )cuanaca ,clerk(  )the seconds
flopping(  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,thighs ))curl(( in the   p              a              n
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One g random seak river
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sceam rtintoo hapes folding least
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elovt cislic irdssemiooaa slipprynormal
math rotating samovar archon trapeze
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Gil Wolman’s Instructions for “Scotch Art”
Take a clear adhesive tape
Apply on printed or manuscript paper
Tear
Dampen and



Take off all or part of the paper that could have
remained glued
Fix to the white page
Send a photocopy of the creation to wolman
March 1977
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slipprynormal elovt cislic irdssemiooaa
trapeze math rotating samovar archon
night tkesbd is prceptiisge pacatsfewceam
repeat topological breadcrumbs
pisces One gamcot bbly seguubers
stretching chaos quickly oscillates
fibula ossacroeal sectatorshapes oiaabl
eggs issiorit otscaure maness binary
bar assortment taffy mimics embedded
attol pg"h"dns ahay myth liminal
shrinking horseshoe grain fold
grouptreme barrble ernecie ecii
concentrated squeezing was
tv r niiginlly bn seek retail neck
movies around ground pistons instant
orditiqe-din oloqu boo-beg
irregular biceps posterior lateral
aitgtheatary deine tApril Tetr epeiy
extremities twentieth ossification
ntluiana framntarns ntluiana framntarns

slipprynormal elovt cyclic irdssemiooaa
trapeze math rotating samovar archon



night tkesbd is prceptiisge packaged
cats repeat topological breadcrumbs
pisces One gamcot Biblical seguubers
stretching chaos quickly oscillates
fibula fossa cereal sectatorshapes oiaabl
eggs Iberian otscaure maness binary
bar assortment taffy mimics embedded
attol pig-holdings ahay myth liminal
shrinking horseshoe grain fold
grouptreme entropic barbarian episteme
concentrated squeezing was tv r
marginally bn seek retail neck movies
around ground pistons instant orderly
it iqe-dint orloqu boo-leg irregular
biceps posterior lateral apothecary
decline two April Tetr epeiy extremities
twentieth ossification seen choice
framntarns ntluiana also pervade
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similar to my thinking these days
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 2
to marco
Bruno Neiva

http://dbqp.blogspot.com/2015/04/averbalasemicasemantic.html

http://ottawapoetry.blogspot.com/2015/03/serial-interview-with-bruno-neiva.html



AverbalAsemicAsemantic
Geof Huth
(on Bruno Neiva,  averbaldraftsone&otherstories)
Aver Bald Rafts One

These poems consist primarily of radically asemic works. Sometimes, the smudge of ink is the
only vestige of writing in the poems. At other times, dotted lines, methodical found punctures
through layers of cardboard, or small clutches of scattered characters provide the hint of writing.
Asemia cares not for meaning, of course, but only for the gestalt of writing sans semiotics, the
structural hints of writing.

The best of these poems employ found pieces of cardboard and paper that are already marked
by use by cans, tape, glue, and markings to present minimalist textual landscapes that are
sculptural in their construction and beautiful to the eye. Yet it's their ghostly and cryptic markings
the keep the eye looking for meaning for the mind.

Bruno appears to be making a distinction, possibly a political one (because poetry is always
political), between two ways of writing poems without semiosis: asemic writing versus averbal
writing. The blurb at the back of the book explains that the "shift from 'asemic' to 'averbal' has
come from a distancing from the poetics (and tastes) of the so-called 'asemic group.'" Bruno's
work certainly fits within the usual bounds of the asemic continuum, but he never employs
invented handwritten scripts for his works. Instead, he works with marks and sometimes actual
letters from the Latin alphabet.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

rob mclennan: [...] In a way, a focus on waste, material uses/discards/remains and
decontextualized appearance is also evident inaverbaldraftsone&otherstories (KFS: 2013), a
text-art book divided into two parts. The pieces in it were part of an exhibition in Spain in 2011
called “asemicdraftsone”. Why the shift to “averbaldraftsone”? Does the shift from asemic to
"averbal" include a shift in exhibition practice?



Bruno Neiva: The shift from “asemic” to “averbal” occurred in 2011, shortly after the
aforementioned exhibition in Spain. I do find some asemic art quite interesting (Rosaire Appel,
Tim Gaze, Jim Leftwich, etc.) but most if it is quite indulgent, mere scribbling and doodling
devoid of a worthy program. So I felt the urge of distancing the sort of work I was developing
back then from such practices (both theoretically and aesthetically) and came up with the word
“averbal” that means something that you can’t read. I never belonged to an asemic group and
I’ve never meant to create an averbal group. It was sheer provocation against orthodoxy.

But both “averbal” and “asemic” are quite misleading terms as they only refer to verbal and
written language. This body of work is comprised of images and objects that have linguistic
elements embedded in them. It may be that in some cases the linguistic features are the most
noticeable, but in my opinion, in all of them we're dealing with abstract images with language
qualities. As a result, a new semiotic approach to the connections/relations between abstract art
and visual poetry is necessary. For that matter, so is a terminology that allows us to discuss
cross-genre artistic practices such as this one.
Marco GiovenaleJan 2
thanks, jim !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 2
to Marco
i like what you're doing lately, mixing traces of handwriting with texts and images, not new for
you i know but good to see in the current context.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 2
to me
thanks, jim !
i'm also working a lot with the cutter, posting shots of fragments of ripped bits of
'who-knows-what'.
am enjoying it so much...
in everyday chaos ---simple oxygen

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 2
to Marco
i've noticed the cut fragments, really nice works (pieces).
the idea of asemic writing is not stagnant -- anything but, in fact.
the practice has to stay in motion, with the idea -- and everything always just a little bit out of
reach.



Marco Giovenale

Jan 2
to me
i definitely agree. since anything (and knowledge, first of all) is somehow out of reach.
so the infinite possible traces and signs and glyphs we draw are an almost good drawing of
---an inner distance

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

John M. Bennett

3 hrs ·

blink

the severed sneeze yr ch
ance connoiter ground a
poem a fr ame recre
acted nor knob actal
a pat h deseethed but
see s the tern un
plotted w rit u al sual
derstood in cheese m
oldy in yr shoes when
shoes out s tumble to
ward the cha in if
links are deaths or
os cilation of yr use
less ham the knife or
hair y storm

ontic noisenigma tempegg uit brge
- In mist rising from Jim Leftwich

LikeComment
Share
De Villo Sloan, Erik Blagsvedt, Bill Beamer and 3 others like this.



1 share

Comments

Jim Leftwich use less ham? i don't use any ham at all.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
John M. Bennett heh - well it's useless then, for sure, no? actually, since the bolding is removed
by FB, the secret in this poem is impossible to find, probably. check it out on my blog
http://johnmbennettpoetry.blogspot.com/
John M. Bennett Poetry
JOHNMBENNETTPOETRY.BLOGSPOT.COM
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs
Jim Leftwich ah-ha!!
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich poem
a fractal pattern understood in chaos theory
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich it is Smale's horseshoe again
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Write a reply...

Jim Leftwich "Pick two nearby points in the original space, and you cannot guess where they will
end up. They will be driven arbitrarily far apart by all the folding and stretching. Afterward, two
points that happen to lie nearby will have begun arbitrarily far apart."
http://more-minerals.blogspot.com/.../james-gleick-smales...
James Gleick: Smale's Horseshoe | You require more minerals
MORE-MINERALS.BLOGSPOT.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 hr
John M. Bennett fascinating, and definitely applies to "mind" as well as "space"
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich that's the quote -- beginning with "to make a simple" and ending with "arbitrarily far
apart" -- that's in the AM HORSESHOE tlp we made in 1996.
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
John M. Bennett cool - didn't know that!
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich https://www.flickr.com/.../in/album-72157657301272176/
FLICKR.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · 1 hr
John M. Bennett still a favorite of mine
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich mine too
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich http://www.worldcat.org/title/am-horsehoe/oclc/34316448



Notes: At top of cover: Horsehoe grid.
Piece is folded horizontally and vertically with a staple through the center of the horizontal fold.
The top edge of the piece is uncut, thus preventing easy access to the poems printed on the
inner pages.
Am horsehoe (Book, 1996) [WorldCat.org]
Get this from a library! Am horsehoe. [John M Bennett; Jim Leftwich]
WORLDCAT.ORG
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · 1 hr
John M. Bennett Jim Leftwich haw! get a knife!
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Marco Giovenale

Jan 11 (8 days ago)
to me
i recently got in touch with tomaso binga, alias bianca menna (widow of the critic filiberto
menna, who wrote important essays on 20th century avantgardes). i'll soon talk with her about
her art.

she has been performing for years with sound etc, more than with graphic works. (i admit i don't
like her performances and poetry). and she also made beautiful graphic works and drawings in
the 70s and later. some of them were "scritture desemantizzate" (1972-76, "desemantized
writings"? "desemanticized writings"?), and they perfectly resemble asemic works. they actually
*are* asemic stuff (seen with our eyes, today, of course).

for what i know, in those years experiments of this kind were not so rare in italy. i think of
vincenzo accame. or magdalo mussio. about him, adriano spatola says (in "toward total poetry",
1969 and 1978, transl. by otis publishing in 2008, page 60) that his *calligraphy* "becomes or
aspires to become illegible".



it's the same with franz mon (lamberto pignotti focuses on his works and on spatola's in a book,
on "la poesia verbo-visiva", published in 1980, which for me is a sort of bible, sometimes a
better survey than "toward total poetry").

in 1947 and later, several times, Bruno Munari invented "scritture illeggibili di popoli sconosciuti"
(illegible writings from unknown people).

all of these pieces (particularly the ones from the 70s: i mentioned only a few from a thick
series) of an interesting and (i think) coherent puzzle seem to point to an idea of handwritten
and/or cursive letters (sometimes printed glyphs, unknown shapes) which are "illeggibili",
"illegible", "desemantizzate", "desemanti[ci]zed", "asemantiche", but not *meaningless* ---if
"meaningless" is what absolutely does not make sense, wiping all the lights and the codes off
the common ground, producing a sort of semiotic black hole swallowing the reader and the
book.

if i see a good asemic page, i jump up and feel i'm just making a kind of hyper-meaningful
experience. just *because* the text has no linguistic meaning, and at the same time my eye
scans the page in search of it.

i think this is the way an italian reader (who in the past appreciated spatola, mussio, accame,
blank, binga etc etc etc) normally looks at asemic stuff made right now.
with an idea of continuity in mind.

even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air.

so... i think there's either no gap or interruption of some sort of (artistic) line AND no pressing
need of defining/labelling it.

and... in case of need, i may simply say: just label the work then don't mind the label !

hugs!
m

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 11 (8 days ago)
to Marco
this is important, and is already shifting some of my thinking:



"i think this is the way an italian reader (who in the past appreciated spatola, mussio, accame,
blank, binga etc etc etc) normally looks at asemic stuff made right now.
with an idea of continuity in mind.

even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air. "

so --my activity for the rest of the night: i am leaving this email open, so i can search for images
by and information about the people you mention.
i need to learn more about all of them. i will do that now.

thanks, marco. ongoing research & ongoing education.

Marco Giovenale

Jan 12 (7 days ago)
to me

Thanks a lot to you, Jim !
I myself will post stuff as soon as I can.
You can find a couple of pieces by Mussio @ gammm.org (look for "mussio" in the index page).
Best!!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 12 (7 days ago)
to Marco
i am learning tonight that i have not previously understood the specific Italian perspective on the
relationship of asemic writing to calligraphic practices. this clears up some things. i have spent
the past 4 hours looking and now i can at least understand this:

"even if there hasn't been something like "a movement" or an "asemic consciousness" (!) in the
60s & 70s & 80s. there was no need of movements or definitions: the works spoke for
themselves, they were so many, a constellation, a galaxy. experiments with *illegibility* (!) were
in the air.
so... i think there's either no gap or interruption of some sort of (artistic) line AND no pressing
need of defining/labelling it."



the truth is, there is absolutely no need  whatsoever for the label "asemic writing". if it wasn't
necessary in Italy in the 1970s, then it could never be necessary anywhere, at any time. i am
laughing quietly as i type this. it is good to know this.

i have been feeling lately like i have probably done enough in relation to this subject. finding
those old texts at the m.a.g. site and seeing all of the dates and references there served to
intensify those feelings. now i don't have to make the effort to convince people of the connection
(in my mind and in my activities in the mid to late 90s) between for example Abulafia's letter
combinations and the origins of asemic writing. it's all there.

and now this email from you. it is the first time i have seen  this expressed this way. you are right
(and, by the way, i think pete would agree with you to).  excellent, Marco. thank you once again.
you had perfect timing with this particular email.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

moisture printed plagued
magical spinning lesser-known
educational might crawl thee
therefore dozens power dump
there archaeologies inland
reproduce conjecture literature
coast internalized spectrum
often speed subjective common
sense reality snow sortilege
represents specialization front
itches "constricts bands denote
prohibition mountains" mechanism
they forecast spell sequences
self-ranked system sacred
primitive necessities visibilities
tablets hybrid New River canonical
bracelets rapidly avid discourses
tendency reconstruct redevelopment
bibliomancy advertising plausible
jewels dowsing doubt one storm
freezing without feathers drift



visibilities primitive necessities
canonical tablets hybrid New River
discourses bracelets rapidly avid
plagued moisture printed
known magical spinning lesser
spectrum coats internalized
common often speed subjective
sortilege sense reality snow
front represents specialization
denote itches "constricts bands
mechanism prohibition mountains"
sequences they forecast spell
sacred self-ranked system
these educational might crawl
clump therefore dozens power
island there archaeologies
literature reproduce conjecture
redevelopment tendency reconstruct
plausible bibliomancy advertising
storm jewels dowsing doubt one
drift freezing without feathers
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pagan is pointed geometrical Delmarva
Peninsula trajectory sequence pendulum
chalk ceremonial Roanoke intuition
practical horseshoe toast reduced
stretch doubtful snowshift voice
significance impact rectangle routine
enduring portent roadways Babel



recombination minor oracular patterns
around plural warmer oscillator
complexity analogous medium switching
againstmoisturesuchtransfering
phase noise Appalachians reminiscence
would position state upstairs conceived
presided coordinates frozen permutations
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g.p,
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Marco Giovenale

2:15 PM (8 hours ago)
to me
i started talking with giancarlo pavanello. he says the (handwritten) practice of "asemantic
writing" was used in the 70s. and the people were (and he was) aware of what they were doing.
so... nothing new under the sun!
asem[ant]ic writing (as applied via handwritten stuff) can be studiend under this light.
hugs again!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:26 PM (8 hours ago)
to Marco
excellent!

maybe this, as one angle of approach:
asemic writing exists as potential in the traditional poem.
from the word to the syllable is the first step, as old as the poem itself.
from the syllable to the letter is an inevitable next step.
from the letter to the shapes of the letters, particularly if the poems are handwritten.
from the shapes of the letters to an improvisational calligraphy, a starting-point for explorations
of the asemic.
as we do more research i will not be surprised if we find that this has been discovered many
times.

Marco Giovenale

6:32 PM (4 hours ago)
to me
i think this is a right way to see the whole thing.
!!!

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



slipprynormal elovt cyclic paradoxes
trapeze math rotating samovar archon
night tkesbd is photographs packaged
cats repeat topological breadcrumbs
pisces One gamcot Biblical magenta
stretching chaos quickly oscillates
fibula fossa cereal fragic shapes
eggs Iberian otscaure iconic binary
bar assortment taffy mimics embedded
attol pig-holdings burning myth liminal
shrinking horseshoe grain fold
anguished entropic barbarian episteme
concentrated squeezing was oiaabl
marginally speech seek retail neck movies
around ground pistons instant orderly
it handwritten orloqu boo-leg irregular
biceps posterior lateral apothecary
decline two April constructive extremities
twentieth ossification seen choice
undermine connotations also pervade

additionatwhatrandomconversation
phase noise Appalachians
would position state upstairs
presided coordinates frozen
pagan is pointed geometrical
Peninsula trajectory sequence
chalk ceremonial Roanoke
practical horseshoe toast
stretch doubtful snowshift
enduring portent roadways
recombination minor oracular
around plural warmer
complexity analogous medium
significance impact rectangle



stairways Icarus this categorical
juxtaposed divination traditional parasitic
drifting scissors isomorphs theoretical
slipping nothing nerves sights lack practice
afternoon riffle alphabet girded

stairways Icarus this repurposing
juxtaposed divination traditional
parasitic compressed histories
drifting scissors isomorphs sourced
theoretical readymade alluding
slipping nothing nerves sights
surfaces raphesemic lack practice
afternoon riffle alphabet girded
garments apparatus fabricated

01.21.2016

eggs Iberian permutations iconic binary
bar assortment taffy mimics embedded
attol pig-holdings burning myth liminal
shrinking horseshoe grain fold
washes directly cyclic paradoxes
trapeze math rotating samovar archon
night in 1968 is photographs packaged
cats repeat topological breadcrumbs
pisces One intellect Biblical magenta
stretching chaos quickly oscillates
fibula fossa cereal fragic shapes
twentieth ossification seen choice
undermine connotations also pervade



anguished entropic barbarian episteme
concentrated squeezing was tangible
marginally speech seek retail neck movies
around ground pistons instant orderly
it handwritten mind-lattices irregular
biceps posterior lateral apothecary
decline two April constructive extremities

would position observe upstairs
personal trajectory sequence
history ceremonial gloom
dependent horseshoe toast
stretch doubtful foray
enduring portent minefield
collapsesuchformsmodelling
phase noise familiar patios
recombination causal oracular
subjectivity plural warmer
real estate analogous medium
remixed everyday life
mise-en-scene coordinates frozen
comprised is pointed geometrical

stairways Icarus this linguistic
juxtaposed divination sobering
parasitic compressed rooster
drifting scissors posters sourced
theoretical readymade relapsed
slipping nothing nerves subtle
surfaces raphesemic lack neural
afternoon riffle alphabet balance
garments apparatus partitioned



El Nino primitive necessities
canonical Atlantic hybrid New
River discourses bracelets
storm avid plagued moisture
subtropical known magical
textbook lesser Blue Ridge
coats internalized common
elsewhere speed subjective
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influence they forecast jumps
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stairways Icarus avant linguistic
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upstairs ideological center



instructional locality sequence
swathes of collaborative
gloom organizing structurally
strata of horseshoe
amplified identifying ethics
hallucinogenic doubtful forge
splashes strategies minefield
collective the larger
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Billy Bob Beamer, Asemic 15

Inbox
x

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/7/15
to me
g'day Jim.

I've quietly put another Asemic magazine together, including a few works by Billy Bob. I've
jumped from Asemic #5 to Asemic #15.

do you know his current mailing address? I found 1203 Shady Run Rd, Vinton on the web.

& I'll send you a copy once I've mailed all of the contributor copies. What's your current
address?



a cold & rainy Spring here,

Tim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/7/15
to Tim
hey Tim
i like that jump.
you've got Bill's address right.
mine is

525 10th St SW
Roanoke, VA 24016

thanks.
looking forward to seeing what you've got from the current scene.
scenes.
the word "asemic" is getting tossed around a lot these days.

hope you're well.
summer is ending here.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/8/15
to me
I started compiling "Asemic 6" around 7 or 8 years ago, trying to include people like Marilyn
Rosenberg & Sheila Murphy whose work I like but who I hadn't gotten around to publishing yet.
A few brand new names are in #15, but many familiar faces...

a couple of times, I tried to put #6 together, but it didn't have enough momentum.

completing it feels like clearing the decks, perhaps you felt similarly with the final issues of Juxta
& Xtant.

keeping #15 secret until I've sent out all of the contributor copies.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/8/15



to Tim
good to know how this came about.
the timing for it is good.
i'll keep it a secret until you want to spread the word.

juxta and xtant both fell apart and died, without ever any sense of completion for either.
it's hard to sustain a print magazine, no easier now i'm sure than it has ever been.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/17/15
to Tim
asemic 15 arrived today. it looks great. thanks for sending me one.
after attempting to absorb what is in it, it's interesting to consider what, and who, is not in it.
it makes me happy to see what you have done with your selection process.
i'm looking forward to Asemic 61 -- in my mailbox in the spring of 2023.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/18/15
to me
glad it does something for you, Jim.

most of the people impressed me years ago, & it felt logical to invite them to contribute.

I did my best to reproduce Billy Bob's. there's some faint writing in the black borders of his which
is barely visible.

I might organise a launch for #15, which I've never done before.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/18/15
to Tim
i saw some comments on facebook about it a couple of days ago.
it looks really good, or maybe i should just say it appeals strongly to my tastes in asemic writing.

there seem to be several distinct groups of folks who in recent years have been calling what
they do asemic writing.
i've been reading the Asemic Writing for Mail Artists group comments at IOUMA.
http://iuoma-network.ning.com/group/asemicwritingformailartists?groupUrl=asemicwritingformail
artists&id=2496677%3AGroup%3A294453&page=120#comments



i'm almost exactly halfway through it. so far everything i've read, starting with the oldest posts
and moving forward, has been from 2011 and 2012. it's really good, and really interesting from
several angles.
the group put together a series of 5 collaborative books in 2011 and De Villo Sloan wrote
introductions for all of them. in the intro to #4
he had this to say:

On September 21, 2011
"While some might seek to secure firm lines between abstract art with asemic elements and
asemic texts, the work in edition four – to the contrary – disregards these distinctions between
text and image in favor of creating altogether new forms. Thus, as the Asemics 16 project has
progressed, the term asemic writing has given way, through a shared consensus, to the concept
of asemics, which seems to be far more open and inclusive."

that is very interesting, don't you think?
do you know Sloan? i only know him through facebook and mail art, but i like him and i generally
like where he stands on things.
that said, it's pretty interesting that asemic writing was redefined in 2011 "through a shared
consensus".
i am old school, i guess, still clinging to notions of asemic writing as necessarily having
something to do with writing.
the facebook asemic writing group has almost 10 thousand members and as far as i can tell the
majority of them would be much happier with this idea of asemics.
but, i don't think there's that much overlap between the IUOMA group and the facebook group.
the facebook group is administered by Michael Jacobson, who i think tends towards the
"asemics" definition, but i don't know of there being any direct connection.
in any case this is the herd of cats we let out of the bag roughly 15 - 17 years ago. asemic
writing is no longer one thing, if indeed it ever was, if indeed anyone, ourselves obviously very
much included, ever wanted it to be. it is not even a single umbrella term any more.
i am just now beginning to fully understand this. it explains a lot. it's messy as hell and utterly
ridiculous at times, but i think i like it.
Attachments area
Preview attachment DeVilloSloanonAsemicWriting2011.pdf
DeVilloSloanonAsemicWriting2011.pdf

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/18/15
to me
quick reply before I run out of the house...

I wrote to De Villo some years ago, when I wasn't publishing or doing much active in asemic
matters. didn't hear back from him. you could almost say that the mail art asemic wave came in



a lull in the experimental poetry asemic wave (probably more true from my perspective than
from others').

Cristiano Caggiula's recent piece at Utsanga seems to be trying to untangle some separate
streams or areas of asemic creation, if I can trust machine translations of his article in Italian.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/19/15
to Tim
i looked at some of that text by Caggiula. i get the idea, i think, but google translate is still a
mess.

i've been going back and forth a little with De Villo. he is unhappy with his intros because he
thinks he was missing important historical information when he wrote them. i'm sure that's true,
but the intros are still good. i think we need to put together an anthology of critical and
theoretical writings about asemia. and we need to make it absolutely all inclusive, so all of the
approaches and opinions are represented. i've told De Villo the same thing.
this is what i wrote to him just a few minutes ago:

"i agree, your intros are not the last word on asemic writing, but i don't think we -- the varied
communities of folks who participate in something called asemic -- need a single definitive
statement. what we probably need is a theoretical/critical anthology. it would have to include
your intros, various texts by Tim and myself, all the interviews that Michael Jacobson has done,
the various texts and projects by Marco Giovenale, the "what the hell is asemic writing?"
conversation that Nico Vassilakis organized a while back, some of the essays at Utsanga, etc &
etc. we could get all of the varied approaches and opinions into a single volume. i'm not involved
in editing or publishing these days, but i would be willing to participate as something like a
contributing editor.

i have extensive notes from research into the OSU Rare Books and Manuscripts archives. if
you're interested in seeing them i can email them to you. there's a ton of information there from
the early days of the current "movement". it's essential for a complete historical understanding,
but it's also just really interesting for anyone who is seriously engaged with this subject."

my opinion on this is that it is useless or worse to put together a collection that only represents
one perspective on or definition of asemic writing. it needs to include everything.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/19/15
to me
bloody excellent!



you're probably more keen about this than I am, though.

I've spat out most of my ideas around & about asemic writing, & have nothing clever to
contribute at the moment. Short passages which I wrote pretty freely without deep consideration
have been quoted.

I can think of a few essays written in other than English which would be sensible to include,
whether the original or a translation.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/19/15
to Tim
you've written at least 5 or 6 pieces over the years that would need to be included, and you did
a couple of interviews that were important too. you wouldn't need to write anything new.  that's
not the kind of thing i have in mind. i just think we need an anthology of what has been written
from the time you and i started using the term "asemic writing" until now. it's been almost 20
years you know.
there's a Russian group, maybe loosely gathered around Ekaterina Samigulina and Gleb
Kolomiets. i've seen a couple of nice texts from them.
and a few years ago there was a group in Turkey, centered around Serkan Isin and Suzan Sari.
they translated one of my texts into Turkish a while back (2006 - 2007).
i think there's a lot in Italian. Marco Giovenale would know.
and we could probably find out from John Bennett what's been done in Spanish and
Portuguese.
maybe you know of some others. anything from Africa or Asia?
of course for my own purposes i would like to see everything translated into English, but that
might not be feasible.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/19/15
to me
I was planning to send a brief single sentence reply, but...

I haven't spoken to Ekaterina yet. She's in Belarus. Gleb I know & speak to. He can help with
translation into English.

Suzan is a high school English teacher, to the best of my knowledge. I suspect she did the
translating. I interviewed her circa 2007, & it was published on a blog somewhere. She said
she'd never met Serkan, & possibly never met the other visual poets either.



Serkan & I have communicated a little. He told me around a year ago that his day job was
preventing him from poetry activities. I think he has a little English. He organised a couple of the
Turkish visual poetry websites.

a renowned Portuguese writer & poet named Ana Hatherly wrote a book O Escritor which is full
of asemic writings as well as an explanatory text. Domingos Isabelinho has a translation on one
of his blogs.

I can point the way to a few Brazilian leads, but not translate from Portuguese.

will think about African & Asian possibilities.

there's a technical term for abstract prehistoric rock paintings. That might be another lead.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/19/15
to Tim
i'm glad you decided against the single sentence.

you're right, it was Suzan who translated the text i mentioned.

a couple of years ago Olchar Lindsann organized an exhibit here of asemia and vispo from Gleb
and some of his associates. there are at least 3 significant texts associated with that.

i know some of Hatherly's work, but not the book you name here. i'd like to see it. i'll look for the
explanatory text.

i have no idea who would actually be interested in doing an anthology like the one we are
discussing.
i haven't heard back from De Villo. i would love it if he would take on the task of editing it. but i
have no idea if he would be interested in such a responsibility.

and getting it published would be another matter entirely. i suppose it could be print-on-demand,
but that's certainly less than ideal.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/20/15
to me
new at Utsanga: http://www.utsanga.it/index.php/aprile-caggiula-about-asemic-writing/

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



9/20/15
to Tim
i just finished reading that, about 10 minutes ago.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/20/15
to me
the term from rock art studies is "non-iconic motifs".

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

9/21/15
to Tim
i found the Ana Hatherly translated by Domingos Isabelinho:

"The author and the reader are systematic explorers - the author presents the paths' map and
the reader walks along them, but his wandering is freely conditioned.
The author creates the path of the experiment and walks ahead first, but when he publishes it,
he betrays it, he changes it, that's how the experiment surpasses him.
It's at that instant that it acquires the value of a document because, referring to him, it also
refers to itself: the publication is the summation of a series of acts, which, in themselves, also
refer to a multitude of coexistences. If, to the author, the publication is the final phase, to the
work it's the first one. So, the publication of his experience is as documental as the
interpretation that the readers will perform."

i think we need this kind of statement to counter the kind of statement Michael Jacobson made
in his introduction to The Giant's Fence:  "Any meaning drawn from the text is a correct
translation: it is open to personal interpretation and exploration."

The "anything goes" reader-response approach is a serious problem. Would you be ok with it if
someone read The Oxygen of Truth and interpreted it as supporting their Neo-Nazi ideology? Or
would that be an unacceptable personal interpretation on their part? I know it would be an
unacceptable interpretation for me. The path, to use Hatherly's word, is not just any path. It is
the specific path at hand. It cannot mean anything and everything to everyone.
Insisting on "having no semantic content" (rather than "having no specific semantic content") as
part of the definition of asemic writing is one way of solving this problem.
"Having no specific semantic content" is much closer to being part of the definition of
polysemous.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



9/21/15
to Tim
Throughout the world, all paleoart traditions considered to be the earliest uniformly display a
remarkable noniconicity, whether they occur on portable objects or parietal surfaces. This
uniformity is believed to be attributable not to cultural diffusion but to an evolved, predisposing
neurobiology shared by all human beings. This panglobal similarity of the most basic
phosphene-like motif repertoires also holds for the Pleistocene-Holocene transition period in the
American West. -- Ekkehart Malotki

these non-iconic motifs would be a kind of pre-writing, right?
if so, the problem i have with the concept is that we will all come to them in a condition of
post-writing, so whatever they might have been experientially, for those who made them without
having first passed through a stage of writing, that will be unavailable to us experientially.
this is one of the reasons why i say there is no such thing as asemic writing. it is an unattainable
goal. but it is valuable as an aspirational practice, as an attempt to reach a goal we know in
advance to be unattainable. that process will get us into things we will not be able to get into by
any other means. that's why we can get so much energy out of the practice. that's why it can be
so incredibly generative.
i wrote something 15 years or so ago about asemic writing and entoptic phosphenes, but i don't
know where it is now. i think it was part of the Institute for Study and Application at
Kohoutenberg writings, which wound up numbering in the thousands of pages. i don't even
remember which Institute character i wrote it as.

Tim Gaze <gazetim@bigpond.com>

9/29/15
to me
I'll try to put my thoughts in order.

my impression is that "non-iconic motifs" is used as a catch-all term for any rock art which
doesn't obviously appear to be pictorial. It could be early or recent, not necessarily at the
earliest stage of rock art. The theory that phosphenes &/or psychedelic visions in the dark were
the main source for early rock art is disputed.

my project for "asemic" visual material is different to yours. I'm more interested in the category
from a reader's point of view, regardless of the writer/artist/unintentional creator's motivation.

the most difficult aspect to talk about is meaningfulness/meaninglessness. Meanings in words
vs meanings not presented in words is problematic. Reacting to something verbal with more
words is well-understood. Linguistics, rhetoric & so on are systematic approaches to this.
Reacting to something non-verbal with words is more subjective. (Someone said: writing about
music is like dancing about architecture.)



& reacting to something non-verbal in a non-verbal way is even more subjective.

Florent Fajole has criticised my divorcing works such as Christian Dotremont's calligraphy from
the verbal keys to what he wrote, or Carlfriedrich Claus's from his statements, but that's exactly
what I'm trying to do: place these visual materials, apparently illegible, without any explanatory
words, before readers.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (4 days ago)
to Tim
hi Tim
i feel like i have fallen down the rabbit-hole of asemic writing for the second time during the past
year or so, and while it is still a very interesting subject to me, i must say i am not enjoying it in
the same way that i did in the late 90s. then it was engaged with an exciting sense of
exploration and discovery, now it is with a sense of obligation. i am still exploring and learning,
but the process is leading me back to visual and textual poetry, not forward into new
investigations of the idea of asemic writing.

the key to our differences is in your last email: "my project for "asemic" visual material is
different to yours. I'm more interested in the category from a reader's point of view, regardless of
the writer/artist/unintentional creator's motivation."

i get that completely, and i respect your decision to focus on the reader's point of view.

here's something i wrote last night/this morning and sent to Bill Beamer. he sent me the link to
the asemic magazine 15 exhibit that Gleb organized, and this is my response to a sentence in
the introduction.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

to Bill
this is an interesting new definition of asemic writing. i haven't seen it before.

"Asemic writing can be defined as a form of calligraphy that uses unreadable characters and
symbols that do not belong to any existing language."

here is one kind of response:
1. a form of calligraphy
--yes, it is indeed fully capable of exploring calligraphic forms



--of course, it cannot be limited to only that area of exploration

2. uses unreadable characters and symbols
--it can use familiar characters and symbols, recontextualized
--it can use marks and spaces
--it can use distressed/damaged/destabilized letters (characters)
--it can use fragments of words, overprintings, and erasures
--and, it can cover a wide spectrum of degrees of un/readability

3. do not belong to any existing language
--again, it can explore this set of possibilities, but it cannot be required to do so

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to defined
very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we must be
able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually asemic, but
because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to refer to a
very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

these days i am leaning heavily towards the second kind of response.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

i hope this finds you well.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (4 days ago)
to Tim
this was missing the word "be"

here is another kind of response:
since there is no chance that the term "asemic writing" will disappear entirely, it needs to be
defined very narrowly, as narrowly as possible, so we will all know the thing when we see it. we
must be able to say, "this is asemic writing, and that is not" -- not because either is actually
asemic, but because we have all agreed to define the term in such a way that it can be used to
refer to a very specific kind of thing. this new definition is a step in that direction.

Tim Gaze

Jan 17 (4 days ago)
to me



good to see your evolving thoughts, Jim. Are you in touch with Gleb?

the idea of a continuum of responses to something which resembles writing is central to my way
of thinking.

I'm glad I published the magazine while I had a larger income. The aftermath is still
reverberating.

I resigned my job late last year, to concentrate on writing a book of FinnoUgrian mythology, lore,
& so on. Still breathing out my job & a recent holiday to Tasmania, & sweltering in hot weather.
Dribs & drabs of progress...

for the mo',

Tim
...

[Message clipped]

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (4 days ago)
to Tim
i'm in touch with Gleb off and on. i like what he does. Slova is a great magazine.

publishing and distributing print magazines and books is tough these days.  i'm glad we did what
we did when we did it. no way could i afford it now. actually no way i could have afforded it in the
last decade.

i quit my job too, about two weeks ago. maybe not the smartest thing i've ever done, but it was
causing more problems than it was solving.

jim

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jan 17 (4 days ago)
to Tim
this is just now out, from Amanda Earl at Angel House
https://angelhousepress.com/index.php?Essays



asemic writing: recent history and ongoing research

you have seen most of it before, but probably not recently, and never all in one place.
it has more to do with an idea of preserving the recent history than it does with any theory.
i wish everyone who has been involved in the past 20 years would start making little collections
of their writings on the subject.

jim

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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De Villo Sloan

4 hrs

An earlier comment got me thinking about the long unwinding of Trashpo. Please complete the
following sentence:

Trashpo was never the same after......

LikeComment
Seen by 18
Diane Keys likes this.

Comments

Jim Leftwich Trashpo was never the same after the invention/discovery of mashpo. (by
Katastrof, on January 22, ADa 100)
Like · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
Wilheim Katastrof there are prior instances of similar work made in a similar contexts, but
experts have debated whether the significance should be place on the first instance of the
operatione poetique or its debut as a formal totality.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
Kipsy Marlowe Whut he dun sed ^
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...

Diane Keys Trashpo was never the same after it fluffed up
Like · Reply · 3 · 3 hrs
De Villo Sloan I disagree, Sparkle Brown's unique brand of fluff might have compensated for the
deficits of the serious Trashpoets. But didMark Bloch killl Trashpo? Jury is still out, I think.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Mark Bloch The fluff was not by Sparkle. Despite her extraordinary name, Sparkle is not a
fluffist. To tell you the truth I cannot recall what made me call trashpo Fluff. Or Trashpo fluff. I will
have to look it up.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs



Mark Bloch Sparkle is not fluffy and she IS serious. Do not insinuate Sparkle is not serious. Also
whatever happened to C. Mehrl Bennett? Maybe Trashpo was never the same after you
somehow drummed her out of here, DVS, I have never understood that. Cathy is also a serious
non-fluffist.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Mark Bloch BRING BACK C. MEHRL THE NON-FLUFFIST! Sorry, DVS, no disrespect intended
just how I feel.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
De Villo Sloan Mark Bloch C Mehrl and I no longer communicate. That does not exclude her
from the group. She's free to be and do what she wants. I won't be involved. She doesn't need
to worry.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
De Villo Sloan Trashpo is based on visual poems Jim Leftwich made in 2005. But the trashpoets
(and many aren't poets) are interpreting it in so many ways that the term is meaningless.
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
De Villo Sloan I hope we can hear what Sparkle Brown thinks, but I would say most of the time
she is not serious.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...

De Villo Sloan Right, Mashpo buried Trashpo. Trashpo was working from a disadvantage
anyway.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Mark Bloch Thanks for making it seem like people might actually listen to me occasionally. It is
gratifying.

I don't want to be a party pooper. I like Trashpo. That why I hang around in here and not
elsewhere. But I have never been convinced it is anything butCubism. The whole 20th century
was Cubism, Collage and Pop Art. So why should Trashpo be any different?

That's why I prefer the DK Kult. It is a social group without a raison d'etre. We need social
groups. We need manifestos and new art forms but not for their own sake. If one invents a new
ISM it should have a meaning and not have existed previously. And I don't want to be naive
about that either. Most "new" things ARE recycled old things but they should have a new spin, a
new something.

So for me Trashpo was never the same after this thread ha ha ha ha ha.
Like · Reply · 3 · 3 hrs · Edited
Mark Bloch Just to be clear: we need social groups but Ism's are optional. Sometimes ism's
provide social cohesion but that is a coincidence, not a necessity.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Jim Leftwich i'm still not certain anyone has ever claimed trashpo was something other than
collage. certain kinds of vispo are collage. trashpo is a kind of vispo, or it was when i named it.



by the time i found out about the IUOMA trashpo group it had become something else, in the
sense that i don't think many people involved were thinking about it as visual poetry. so, by 2012
-- is that about right, De Villo & Diane? -- it was mostly one kind of collage or another, and i don't
recall anyone saying that it wasn't.
Like · Reply · 2 · 3 hrs
Mark Bloch And i don't know WHAT it was, Jim. I am a latecomer. I love when you guys fill in the
details for me.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs
Mark Bloch As a purist I guess sometimes I respond as if something new is going on here. Plus
DVS is prone to proclamations so that contributes to my overreactions perhaps. Likeable
proclamations but proclamations. Also I recognize I am also a proclamator.
Like · Reply · 3 hrs · Edited
Mark Bloch I think maybe Trashpo is Visual Poetry even less than it is collage but I am not sure.
Or any kind of poetry less than collage. In other words less poetry and more of a visual medium.
I am very interested in the various histories of visual poetry that exist and I would have to read
one and think on it before making an official proclamation.

Proclamations are poetry too. Perhaps this is where Trashpo ends and Pro-po begins.

Anyway I bow to Senators Leftwich, Sloan and our Supreme Liter DK.
Like · Reply · 2 · 2 hrs · Edited
Mark Bloch The shopping lists I like. I would call the found shopping lists some kind of poetry.
Like I would go for a Sho-po designation.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Mick Boyle Trashpo is Timbuktu by starlight
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Diane Keys Im only a liter? Trashpo and Dkult cant be measured, defined, widened, lengthened,
200 commented, or labelled..we make art out of labels!
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
De Villo Sloan But seriously. I turn to Jim Leftwich again to understand Trashpo. He has that
Post-Neo Absurdism stuff. Trashpo seems to me a fake movement, somewhat like Neoism.
Only it's not parody or satire. DK said DKult isn't a cult but it is a cult. That's very accurate, as
strange as it might seem.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich it wasn't any kind of movement at all for me, fake or otherwise. it was the name i
gave to a pile of vispo collages i made one afternoon while i was packing and cleaning our
house in Charlottesville... and then, six and a half years later, i got this from Diane:
Come join me at Trashpo Mail Art Call on International Union of Mail-Artists

Diane Keys <events@iuoma-network.ning.com>
7/10/12
Trashpo Mail Art Call Time: July 10, 2012 from 6pm to 7pm
Location: elgin il



Organized By: Diane Keys
Event Description:
I'm am so excited to announce the first ever Trashpo Mail Art Call ! Well, at least the first one I
have ever had. Art will be presented as a portable display that will travel to different venues
around the City of Elgin throughout the year. The exhibit will begin at City Hall January 2013.
Please send your 2D works of art made from trash or found objects to:
Trashpo Mail Art Call
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
De Villo Sloan Right, it was not anything Jim did on purpose, other than to create those pieces. I
made the point that there was a similarity between what Diane was doing and what Jim had
done in those pieces. Trashpo, technically, isn't just making art with found material, which is
incredibly commonplace. When you view it as a form of visual poetry, then it becomes a different
process with different concerns. Lame or not, this is how it actually started.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
De Villo Sloan And Jim is not the only person to acknowledge the idea of Post-Neo. Neoism has
some brilliant aspects, IMHO. Now that is a case where you can look at Blaster and Zack and
question if that wing of the party could ever have done something "serious." But they did. So if
some Neoist concepts re-emerge in the m-a network, is anyone surprised?
Like · Reply ·
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